The Newest in Amateur Radio

Patterson PR-10

List Price $119.50
Your Cost $70.25

Complete with 10 Tubes and 10½ Magnavox Dynamic Speaker

10 newest type tubes.
BAND PASS tuning on all frequencies.
FULL band coverage.
Vacuum Tube Voltmeter CALIBRATED IN "R's."
BAND SPREAD on all frequencies.
Self-contained, noiseless power supply. Humless.
Absolutely complete with large Dynamic Speaker and tubes.
DUAL shielded 16 gauge steel cabinet.
Three stage intermediate frequency amplifier.
No coils to change—select any band by the turn of a knob.
Patterson Velvet Tuning Dials.
Easiest, smoothest ever built.
Phone Jack.
Only set covering ALL frequencies with full band spread.
Tubes used—3-57, 3-58, 1-55, 1-59, 1-5Z3, 1-56.
The New Patterson will out-demonstrate any radio set on any frequency regardless of price.
Lowest priced true amateur model ever offered.

Not a single important feature has been omitted. Greater power, greater range, finer sensitivity, amazing selectivity gives you just what you want, and nothing else. All bands operate perfectly, no dead spots. Manual and Automatic Volume Control, all bands, no coils to change.

Prompt Delivery

PATTERTON
RADIO COMPANY
1320 South Los Angeles St.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF., U. S. A.

PR-10 Model

A new product by a company who began building radio sets in 1920. Capable and intelligent engineers have made this wonder set possible. All over the world glowing reports come—unsolicited testimonials from Hams who know. And say, are Hams critical—and they should be—they want the best and most efficient receivers. Listen in on the Ham bands—you'll hear Patterson PR-10 owners praising it to the skies.
A 300% increase in one jump!

So successful has R/9 been of late that effective with the November issue it will be

**Doubled in Number of Pages**
and
Increased from the 6”x9” Pocket Size to the larger 7”x10” Magazine Size

Our New Technical Editor
**ROBERT S. KRUSE**
is now in full swing and will have some excellent material for you

**SUBSCRIBERS!**

**Renew now...**

**...Save money**

Positively last chance at this price
Special offer to present subscribers only:
Renew your subscription in advance — now — and get
**TWO YEARS FOR TWO DOLLARS**
(U.S.A. only. Foreign, $3.00)
Offer expires Sept. 30th; orders must be postmarked by that date.

**SPECIAL OFFERS**

Remarkable special offers are in effect—combinations of “R/9,” the great “Radio” and six different books.

Send stamp for circular to

**R/9 Limited**
1455 Glenville Drive
Los Angeles, California
The interest in resonant filter has been growing of late, and we notice quite a number of these "3-phase" notes on the air now. Among the best of these are W8BTI, W6CXW, W2ZC, W6FT, W9JSG, W6AWA, and W6DLN—and in each case a saving of about one-third regular filter cost has been made. The high power men are especially the ones to benefit from resonant filter, because only a single 1 or 2 μfd. high voltage condenser is required.

"Necessity is the mother of invention"—that explains the origin of resonant filter. October 1, 1933, found W6CUH-W6QD holding the sack with a lone 2 μfd. filter condenser for the last two stages, result: an XNDC note. Exactly five days later a long forgotten passage in a radio text came to mind and saved over $40 worth of additional H. V. filter. Consequently, a resonant choke was rigged up and the station remained on the air. A variety of weird notes were obtained at times, but soon most of the tricks were discovered and now we feel that enough dope is available to insure success to everyone.

The filter consists of a simple series-resonant circuit connected across the output of the rectifier as shown in the cut above. The filter is tuned to the ripple frequency (usually 120 cycles) and effectively bypasses it, leaving the higher harmonics that produce the "3-phase" effect. C1 is a small smoothing condenser (¼ voltage rating of C2) to prevent impact excitation and oscillation in the rectifier; its capacity depends directly on the load, 1 or 2 μfd being used in most cases. C1 is rated as usual for a given transformer voltage and can be 1 or 2 μfd, but it must resonate with L1 to the ripple frequency

\[ f = \frac{1}{2\pi \sqrt{LC}} \]

The choke shown beside the circuit is a special model designed for resonant filter work and is a good example of what is required for this service. Enough taps must be provided for adjustment with either 1 or 2 μfd series condensers. The DC resistance must be low to provide a high resonant peak. Only a small air-gap is necessary because no DC flows through the choke.

The steps required to obtain maximum results from resonant filter can be easily summarized. (1) Adjust taps on the choke until the best note is obtained; (2) vary C2 for best results; (3) re-adjust C2 if changes in load are made; (4) don't use an input choke; (5) use a low resistance choke.

The resonant filter notes now on the air are good proof of the excellent results obtainable with this money-saving filter. Even so, plenty of experimenting should be done before deciding on a final adjustment. If you hear W6CUH (7010 Kc), give us a call and we will get together on your resonant filter and go after a "WIZ" note. 73.

C. D. Perrine, Jr., W6CUH, Amateur Equipment Engineer, Audio Products Company.
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THE SIERRA NEVADA
from the Sequoia Park—Mount Whitney Trail

—Courtesy, "Westways"
FREQUENCY DOUBLING IN THE FINAL AMPLIFIER

By CHARLES D. PERRINE, JR., Assistant Technical Editor

Frequency doubling in the output amplifier of a c.w. transmitter* can be accomplished with high efficiency, which as usual makes high output possible. With the proper adjustments an HK-354 tube has been operated here as a frequency-doubler (7 mc. to 14 mc.) with a plate input of 750 watts. The plate remained without color change under keying. Equal results can be obtained with other tubes.

What's New About That?

Doubling in the final stage is by no means new, but its full possibilities have only recently been brought to light. Many of the first crystal-controlled transmitters doubled, and even quadrupled, in the final amplifier stage, but as a rule the efficiency and output were low. Even today most frequency-doubler are little better; they are used merely as doublers, other stages being relied upon for most of the gain. In a few instances frequency doublers have been operated so as to give considerable power-gain, but small tubes were used and an output stage working "straight through" followed, and was depended upon to give most of the power.

Now the frequency-doubling amplifier can be made to handle nearly as much power as a "straight" amplifier if properly adjusted.

For example, in doubling from 7 megacycles to 14 mc. we were able to operate an HK-354 tube with a plate-input of 750 watts (without plate color), which compares well with the usual 800—1000 watts input for the same tube working "straight through."

Among the advantages of doubling in the output amplifier are (1) the speed and ease with which one may shift to either of two amateur bands, and (2) the greatly simplified construction of the transmitter. For such 2-band operation only the final tank coil need be plug-in. The stages previous to the final one usually need no readjustment. This should be of particular interest when link coupling is used. An incidental advantage is that stability is easily obtained when doubling in the output stage. A case in point is the water-cooled tube at W6CUH; it was only by the trickiest adjustment that this tube could be operated as a "straight" amplifier on 14 mc., but as a doubler from 7 to 14 mc. it has performed remarkably well.

How to Do It

The requirements for a successful doubler are not remarkably different from those for a high efficiency "straight" amplifier. A high-L plate tank circuit, L3C3, must be employed. C3 should really be of the split-stator variety in order to realize a lower minimum capacity, permitting more inductance to be used in L5. The plate voltage has a surprising effect on doubler efficiency and should be as high as the tube structure will permit. A plate-circuit efficiency of 80% is attainable with the HK-354 tube working at 5000 volts.†

† This is 2½ times rated voltage but is quite safe for this tube if the plate dissipation is kept within rating.—TECHNICAL EDITOR.
High bias and excitation are essential to high-output frequency doubling. By "high bias" is meant a value far beyond the usual "class C" value of 2 or 3 times cutoff. In the case of the HK-354 just mentioned the bias was 2500 volts, or half the plate voltage. Naturally the only way to obtain such a voltage conveniently is with gridleak bias. This type of biasing also has the advantage of adjusting itself to the available excitation, which in any case must be high. A good ratio to keep in mind is that the "driver" stage should have a plate input of about one-third as many watts as are being put into the plate of the doubler. Thus the HK-354 running at 750 watts plate-input requires a driver with a plate-input of about 250 watts. Incidentally this is also the proper exciter or driver input for an HK-354 running as a "straight" 7 mc. amplifier with 1000 watts of plate input. This explains why adjustments are needed only in L-C, when going from "straight" to "doubling" operation in the final stage.

Setting Up

Referring to the diagram, \( L_1 \) is a link which in our case was supplied from a 242A stage. The 100,000 (not 10,000) ohm gridleak is intended to develop a 2500 volt bias, which will take place when the rectified grid current flowing through \( R \) is 25 ma., which is easily measured by a d. c. meter in series with the "low" end of \( R \). The voltage rating of \( C \), may appear excessive but with "high L" circuits unusual voltages develop at this point. With the HK-354 tube which we are using as an example a 3-inch arc can be drawn from the plate tank—not when it is without any load, but when it is putting 600 watts into the antenna!

Other Tubes

The application of the principles of "power doubling" to other tubes must be apparent from this example. Requirements for the 852 are about the same as for the HK-354. The common 1000 volt, 100 watt tubes which we still call "50 watters" will easily handle 350 watts of plate input when used as frequency-doublers. The plate voltage should be about 2000, the gridleak about 25,000 ohms, and the plate-input of the driver should be about 120 watts (1/2 of 350). The Sylvania 825 and similar tubes will double nicely with 200 watts input at 2000 plate volts, using a 30,000 ohm gridleak and a driver stage with 75 volts of plate input. High-L and link coupling should be used in all cases. Keying can be accomplished in any of the usual ways; the writer prefers primary keying, the reasons for which \( R/9 \) may present in another issue.

A final warning: tuning must always be done with reduced plate voltage and the antenna load must never be removed while the full voltage is on the tube.

EDITORIAL NOTES

If in doubt about the proper gridleak, recall that the leak is to provide a bias equal to about 6 or 7 times cutoff. Cut-off isn't so definite as books sometimes make out, hence an approximate value will serve and we can get at it in simple ways.

(1) Divide your plate voltage by the amplification constant "\( \mu \)" of the tube.
Radio transmitting apparatus is so sinfully costly that it is a shame to use it to less than the very best advantage. It is therefore distressing to find in low-power voice or music transmitters such an arrangement as shown in figure 1.

What ails the arrangement can best be shown by example. Suppose that we had a low-power radiophone such as outlined in figure 2, and wished to raise the output. Usually the hopeful improvement would take the form of figure 3, almost certainly with either '52 or '60 tubes in the final stage. $200 to $400 having been spent in adding that stage with the necessary additional tuned circuits, meters, high-voltage transformer and whatnot the owner is hugely astonished to find that there is no apparent improvement in his reports! He is worried and bewildered. There is a logical reason for the failure:

The modulated '10 tube was formerly putting perhaps 6 watts into the antenna with peaks of perhaps 24 watts. The pair of '52 or '60 tubes emits a 37.5 watt carrier with peaks of 150 watts. This sounds impressive, but after all it is but 6 times as many watts, and the antenna voltages are but 2½ times as great as before—and the signals at the distant receiver are but 2½ times as great as before. A signal improvement of 2½ times usually is blamed on the "good conditions today" and calls for no comment. Thus one has doubled the cost of the station with no improvement that arouses any comment from the listener—and one could have done almost exactly as well by adding another '10 tube and another '50! This is so very much cheaper that the unprofitable nature of figure 1 must be very apparent.

"But the best broadcasting stations use it"!

Yes indeed they do—they also support the antenna with a pair of Milliken steel towers. Both things are unfortunate necessities of high-power operation—to be avoided if possible! Also one must admit that they make the best of a bad matter by using high-μ tubes in the Class B amplifier-after-the-modulation-stage. Thus a ¼ kilowatt modulated tube will be found running a stage whose carrier level is 5 kilowatts—a power-stepup of 20-to-1. Applying this lesson to the amateur station of figure 3 we should substitute final tubes which would provide a carrier level of perhaps 150 watts with peaks of about 600 watts—in other words a pair of 849 tubes, or at least a pair of 204A tubes. This change increases the cost of the final stage from 30% to 45% but pays good dividends in tripling the output. The recent dark warning that the 204A and 849 are "hard to neutralize" is quite true—a good amplifier is always harder to neutralize than a poor one, but it can be done soon enough if the filtering and shielding are of any account—and usually one needs but little shielding at that.
That's a rather powerful transmitter and one may wish to drop down a bit. A remarkably wrong way to do this is shown in figure 3—low output for high cost and high voltage. Far better to use the '03A tube (μ = 25) in the final stage. The carrier level will be nearly the same, the plate voltage half as great, the grid bias required \( \frac{3}{4} \) as great and the necessary r.f. and audio inputs from the modulated tube C, also only \( \frac{3}{4} \) as great. Thus one can chuck out all the '10 tubes and drop back to nice cheap receiving tubes of the '27, '24 and '45 types, running from an ordinary receiver-type power supply. The transmitter costs about 40% as much as the figure 3 arrangement. The signals at the distant receiver are essentially the same, and one should get killed only half as dead when taking hold of the highest B-plus!

One might even think of going down another notch and using a final r.f. stage with high-\( \mu \) 7½ watt tubes (type 841)—but this becomes silly since the results are by no means equal to the simpler rig of figure 2.

Surely the use of the screen-grid 75 wattter (type '60) must have occurred to the reader—look at the fine big theoretical \( \mu \) that has. Unfortunately secondary emission, high internal impedance and high input capacitance somewhat damage the picture—but if the transmission frequency isn't above 2,000 kc. there's something to the '60 in the last stage of figure 3.

**Back to Figure 2**

Now that's out of our minds—let's go back to figure 2, where we don't modulate at all until the last r.f. stage is reached. Bah—old-fashioned "high power" modulation! I wonder—I wonder. Why was it abandoned in the first place? It never has been except in stations whose last stage was too big to modulate—and stations which copied those big stations. Even at this moment there is a brand new experimental transmitter in Saxonburg, Pa., in which some 60 kilowatts of audio are delivered by the modulator to the last r.f. stage—so one cannot even claim that figure 3 represents the latest broadcasting practice. Getting it through our foggy minds that figure 2 is not out of date we see that—

The difficulty of providing the audio power for figure 2, even at a 1 kilowatt level, isn't so severe—but the homegrown transmitter is seldom concerned with 1 kilowatt levels—else why would it be fiddling about with the 38 watt rig of figure 3? The tube C takes \( \frac{3}{2} \) of its power in the form of d. c. from the plate supply, and \( \frac{1}{2} \) in the form of audio from the modulator M. If C is a pair of 7½ watt tubes drawing 30 d. c. watts we need 15 audio watts to modulate it—and can get it from a "50 watt" type 845 tube working as a plain class A distortionless amplifier—or we may choose to get the 15 audio watts from a pair of '10 tubes working in the overloaded push-pull arrangement which is now called "class B audio." This is nearly as good if all the proper precautions are taken —of which more in another place. If the stage C consists of a pair of '52 tubes—and the '52 is a grand Class C tube-to-be-modulated because of its superb insulation—, or of a pair of '03A tubes we will need such an audio input as may be

JUST AS BEFORE

Figure 3.
How to spend twice or three times as much while gaining a slight improvement.

had from a class A distortionless modulator using the '49 tube, or else from a pair of '03A tubes in the previously mentioned class B scheme. The equipment is all commercial in any case, and no trick building is needed.

[Continued on Page 22]
There was once a cunning Fox whose well-hidden lair was not far from the kennel of some fine but foolish Hounds. The Fox doubled and twisted on his trail and obscured it so well that the Hounds would not catch him when he stole the farmer's chickens and even the bones which were fed to the Hounds. His favorite trick was to drop a dead Rabbit in his trail when they were chasing him. The Hounds would stop and fight among themselves for the Rabbit. The Fox would then slip quietly behind them while they were fighting and help himself to whatever he wanted in the farmyard. The Hounds never got wise to this trick and, losing their juicy bones, nearly bit themselves to pieces.

Moral

Let not your main purpose be diverted by unimportant side issues.

"But what has this ancient fable to do with amateur radio?" you ask. Simply that the amateurs are discussing and are about to vote on a resolution that "the maximum power input of an amateur transmitter shall be limited to 100 watts." This resolution is the Rabbit which the wily Fox is using to make the amateurs fight among themselves for the Rabbit. He laughs in glee while they forget their main purpose and squabble about an unimportant side issue which actually can be remedied by attaining the main objective.

Let's be more specific. The amateur's chief purpose today is to eliminate the intolerable interference which exists in his channels. High-power stations obviously interfere with low-power stations closely adjacent thereto. But the high-power is not the primary cause of the trouble. When the amateurs get more and wider channels a 5 kw. set need not interfere with a 5 watt set. It's not the power of the set but the crowded condition of the channels that is primarily responsible for the interference.

A simple and much-used analogy of the high versus low power situation is in the comparison between the radio amateur and the automobile driver. When the highways became too congested the drivers didn't have to stay home because there wasn't room enough for them on the road. The old highways were widened and new ones were built. When the power of automobiles was increased so that more speed could be attained, the speed limit was raised. When still higher-power cars came into the market, white lines on the highways marked a slow-man's row and a speed-burner's row.

So it is with amateur radio. When the channels are widened, there should be a place where the high power man can work unmolested in a narrow path, and the low power men can have still more room in which to work without interference from the high power signals.

The art of amateur radio is progressing. It must not be given a set-back by internal wrangling about power limitation. Let us instead demand still higher power and wider channels, so that more stations, low and high power alike, can operate with greater freedom. The high power stations can be restricted to a narrow band of their own, where they cannot run over the great majority of low power users. Perhaps a special license, one that only an experienced high power man can secure, can be issued to those who must use a kilowatt. Nothing is more dangerous than the hand of an inexperienced novice at the controls of a modern high power amateur transmitter. When wider channels are made available for the amateur and when a special channel is set aside for the high power man, there is no reason why any amateur with an ordinary license should be permitted to "sit in" on the same channels with the more-experienced high power men. Let him first prove his worth as a capable, effi-
cient amateur before he is permitted to use the maximum permissible amount of power. A similar condition exists among the phone men; before an amateur can operate with phone in the 75 and 20 meter bands he must first prove that he is qualified to use the special-privilege bands.

Consequently the solution is not in low power, but in new allocations so that amateurs, high and low power, can have more space in which to work. Before we vote ourselves out of the present 1 kw. privilege which we now enjoy, wouldn't it be more wise for us to regulate our affairs in such a manner that the high power man will not seriously interfere with those who are using low power?

From various sources has come information that this power-reducing idea is another of those cleverly engineered schemes from interests opposed to amateur radio—interests which have worked against amateur radio ever since the amateur took a few dollars in revenue away from the more hardened financiers who want to capitalize on all of radio's traffic. Nothing would please these interests more than to see the amateurs embroiled in a terrific scrap over power limitation. They are already chuckling up their sleeves. We quote from a letter received a few days ago:

"I know for one thing—that if the hams are all reduced to low power it will please the commercials mightily. When this same proposal was presented some years ago the general manager of one of the commercial communications systems told me that it would be 'pie' for the commercials. With the amateurs all reduced to low power the commercials could walk into the amateur bands regardless, but with a few 1 kw. amateurs scattered throughout the amateur bands they make so much QRM that the commercials can't buck it. That is one commercial man's slant on the question of putting all hams on low power. So you can tell your friends who are working for low power that the commercials hope they will keep doing what they are doing, because the commercials like it."

Read that again, fellow amateurs, and perhaps you will get a new and different slant on this power reducing situation. If the plan succeeds, and if the amateurs devote their time to giving up more of their privileges, we may yet see the day when the amateurs will be reduced to no power at all.

The keystone of the present radio act is that every station, in order to justify its use of the air, must be operated for "public interest, convenience and necessity." Every commercial interest that applies for license must convince the government that its proposed station will do just that, and the new legislation to be enacted next year will have the same keystone.

Applicants for amateur station licenses have not yet been required to prove in what way their stations will serve the public interest. Other than those amateur stations that are handling message traffic for the public, there are few that can comply with the basic requirement of the law. The amateurs once enjoyed many privileges but lost most of them by neglecting to fight for their retention. It is proverbial, the world over, that a right not insisted upon is regarded as waived. If the amateurs stop wrangling among themselves over inconsequential trifles and do some real scrap- ping for their fundamental rights, they will have a lot more to be thankful for in the years to come.

Let us waste no further time nor effort on this high versus low power discussion. We have a bigger task before us, a nobler one. Let us get down to the bottom of it all... right to the fundamental issue, and stick with it! What we want is more room. Then none of us need worry whether we have a watt or a kilowatt input.

46,000 Station Licenses

According to a recent release of the Federal Communications Commission the number of valid outstanding amateur radio station licenses on June 30, 1934, was 46,390.
SPARK TUBE

By far the most portable of all plate supplies for a small tube transmitter, consists of a vibrator spark coil, such as supplied for the Model T Ford car, driven by dry cells which also feed the filament of the tube. It weighs much less even than one block of the man-killing battery plate supplies which burden down the experimenter today.

The output wave form of a spark coil, when working into a resistance load, looks more or less like that shown here-with. The vibrator opens or breaks the circuit at B and a very deep surge ensues. Now you may recall that the primary circuit consists of the battery, the primary winding and the vibrator in series—but there is a spark-absorbing condenser across the vibrator. Hence when the vibrator opens we have left a series tuned circuit consisting of the absorbing condenser, coil primary, and battery in series. These oscillate at a very high pitched audio rate (generally around 5,000 cycles) and put the saw-teeth on top of the main surge. These die down before the main surge has fallen very low and we continue along the normal decay-curve to the point M where the vibrator has just closed or “made” the circuit. The decay-curve is then knocked out of existence and its place taken by the curve corresponding to the core-magnetising as the primary current flows once more. This curve also would like to die down as shown by the dotted (not dashed) curve, but at B the core magnetization has become high enough to pull the vibrator toward it, another break ensues, and the whole show repeats. In some coils the lower or “make” half-cycle is much smaller than shown.

Filtering

This is what we are required to filter “adequately”—whatever that means. Since the wave is usually more lopsided than shown we can afford to throw away the lower half and use a ¼-wave rectifier. One of the simplest of all ways to do this is to put a 1/16” spark gap in one of the leads to the first filter condenser which should then be of glass, and have a capacity of about 0.01 μfds. It may be followed by a receiver plate-supply choke and a second filter condenser of something like 4 “mikes,” 1000 volt rating. This sounds like a dizzy contraption but it would work very nicely if (“there—I knew it wasn’t any good!”) we could key at the filter output. In a portable rig we don’t want to key the filter output; we want to key in the coil primary to save power, and you can’t key through 30 hy. and 4 mikes. Therefore we must either put a bleeder resistor across the 4 mikes and waste precious watts to be able to key in the filter output, or else we must cut down the filter inductor and capacitor until it will not drag out all the dots and dashes. For portable use, idea 2 is the way to go at it. Cut the choke down to about 5 hy. and the second condenser to about 1 mike, which is still pretty good if your spark coil vibrator works rather fast (high pitch), then key in the primary. The rectifying spark gap in the filter-feed lead should be adjustable to get the best tube input. A milliammeter is a necessity, and you will have it anyway for the maximum performance of a 1-mouse-power set isn’t obtained except with crystal control, for which you should have the ma. meter anyway.

Stationary

When it comes to use at a fixed station we have something else again. The spark-gap rectifier kicks up the same sort of fuss as an electrical furnace-igniter which forgot to shut itself off.

[Continued on Page 24]
THE PERPETUAL ANALYZER

Never out of date

By L. W. Hatry*

It is the purpose of this paper to describe an analyzer that cannot go out of date through tube changes, and to show that such an analyzer can be much simpler than many of the present types, far less costly in the long run—and of course much less of an annoyance to the user.

It is necessary to review somewhat to make clear the advantages of such a type.

These complex traveling laboratories are not properly portable, not properly simple, and tend to confuse the user and to make him forget that his work is based on a few simple fundamentals. Incidentally, nothing becomes obsolete more rapidly than an analyzer that has a cut-and-dried test for everything.

It is about time that we throw overboard the fol-de-rol and extra gadgets, together with the inflexibility that is constantly causing analyzers to become obsolete to the great distress of manufacturers, dealers and servicemen. How? That is the story.

What Is Really Required?

Why do we want an analyzer rather than separate meters with cords and prods—or clips? Would a box full of separate meters be just as good?

This brings us to the main points which are as follows:

1—An “analyzer” is excusable only if it saves time—and that is the reason for the use of the tube-base plug and its connecting cord; one can get into the tube circuits without taking time to cut or solder. This is the primary business of an analyzer. See figure 1).

2—The analyzer should attempt to indicate perhaps 60% of the ordinary troubles directly by from-the-socket measurements, and some of the rest should be indicated indirectly.

3—It is foolish to attempt to make from-the-socket measurements meet every possible condition. Monstrous cost and complexity result through such attempts to avoid a little thinking, or use of separate meters. Provision must therefore be made for readily permitting the separate use of the meters with cords and prods. This is the secondary business of the analyzer.

* Hatry and Young, Inc., 203 Ann Street, Hartford, Conn.
4—It must keep up with tube changes without using a basketful of attachments—otherwise there is the high cost of obsolescence, and much time lost in attaching and detaching the extra pieces.

**How?**

Now then—how do we wish to have these things done? Voltage measurements at the sockets have been recommended for this purpose, but alone they do not tell the story. Many circuits are too complex if viewed from the sockets. Furthermore, as many of us know, it is not possible to check all socket voltages with an analyzer containing meters of any reasonable cost. Many of the circuits are of such high resistance that even a “1000-ohms-per-volt” meter will not read voltages correctly. It is, for example, not uncommon to find 500,000 ohms in a grid circuit operating at voltages between 3 and 50, so that the greatest available current is far below a milliampere, and hence not able to operate ordinary voltmeters. The same thing holds in the case of some screen voltages, some power-detector circuits, most space-charge grid currents and a variety of special and automatic volume control circuits.

**The Main Point**

One can right here vastly simplify the whole thing by remembering that in the great majority of cases the vacuum tube is normal if its plate voltage and plate current are normal. The 245, for example, must be normal if its plate current is around 30 ma. when the plate voltage is around 250. There must be bias or the current would be different. Similiarly the 247 shows 27 to 30 ma. with proper bias, plate voltage being near 250. What if the other voltages are unknown; they must be nearly correct or we could hardly have the conditions just named. We carry the tests to the other tube circuits only in order that we shall know that some exceptional and startling thing has not taken place—some thing that can happen once in a thousand cases.

The fundamental soundness of this line of attack makes it essential that the analyzer (as a time saver) shall read plate current and plate voltage simultaneously on separate meters. This is requirement No. 1 of a good analyzer, yet of all the many test kits sold during the last several years only three prominent ones have fulfilled this very important requirement. They were the Jewel 409, Weston 547, and Weston 565.

Of these the Weston 565 was, in my opinion, far and away the most useful to servicemen in general. Do you wonder why all other analyzers were “approved” by various Service Managers for manufacturers? I don’t. Those men were thoroughly familiar with their one line of sets, knew what faults to expect in them and could tell all about them with a very few tests — and the kit happened to make those tests. But you or I must work with all sorts of receivers and other vacuum tube equipment; we can’t depend on a few trick tests listed in a manual—we’ve got to go back to vacuum-tube fundamentals, which are the same in all sets. Our kit will then be simpler, and be useful on any set. But remember that the fundamental vacuum tube effects all require observing a current and a voltage at the same time.

![Figure 2](image_url)

**Figure 2**

The simple ohm-meter circuit to be used in the analyzer for measurements of resistance. Usually such measurements are not from the socket, and in any case the analyzer plug and cable are not needed—hence this is among the SECONDARY analyzer functions, which can be done by loose meters also.

**The Right Kind of Analyzer**

For these reasons my “right kind of an analyzer” has a multi-range milliammeter which might as well be permanently in the plate circuit and it has a multi-range voltmeter which can be con-

[Continued on Page 28]
MICROPHONE AND POWER LEVELS SIMPLIFIED

By E. E. Griffin*

There seems to be some uncertainty in the minds of radio men as to the output level which may be expected from a microphone, and as a natural result there is likewise uncertainty as to the amplification that will be required to produce some certain final amplifier output for public address work or to modulate a radiotelephone.

Somewhat naturally the radioman feels that the microphone manufacturer should state once for all what output level is to be expected from each type of "mike." As will be shown, this is not practical and any such figure would be the worst of misinformation. However, it is possible to lay down guiding rules and this will be done here in a brief way, with the hope that it will be of aid to the user of microphones.

It is seldom that a technician can talk without making pencil marks on paper, and this discussion will therefore begin with the printed equivalent of such pencil marks. With them before us we can get down to business.

First I refer you to the large chart on the logarithmic scale. After a slight analysis you can readily see that it has all mathematics of amplifiers, microphones, photo-electric cells, etc., worked out on a fairly usable scale and gives you an exact mental picture of the whole amplifier and acoustic set-up. On the right-hand scale you will find the power level in db. (referred to 0.006 watts as zero) while the diagonal lines represent the actual power in watts, milliwatts and microwatts. Just for an enlargement on our mental picture we have placed the most popular output tubes at their various wattage handling capacity on the upper scale, while also you will find the average range for magnetic pick-up, the maximum and minimum power outputs of various carbon microphones and below that the various power outputs of various photo-electric cells as used in sound production work.

"Zero Level"

As you no doubt know there is considerable confusion existing as to just what zero level on our present db. scale is supposed to be. Some authorities consider zero level as the threshold of audibility, while others take it as the output of a certain carbon microphone.

This company has adopted the standard as set forth by the General Radio Company, which standard, I might also state, is being gradually adopted throughout the motion picture industry here on the Coast. Accordingly, if you follow the zero line of the present chart through you will find that it passes the diagonal "power" line at 6 milliwatts.

Microphone Levels

Now with this chart to base on let us get at the subject in which we are primarily interested. First of all, I wish to point out the fact that microphones

* Vice-President and Chief Engineer, Universal Microphone Co., Inglewood, California.
Suppose we have a microphone known to deliver about "minus 50 db." when drawing 10 ma. per button and being spoken to at one foot. We need an amplifier output of 500 peak volts across a 10,000-ohm load. What must the amplifier be like?

500 volts peak = 350 volts r.m.s. and if connected across 10,000 ohms produces an input of

$$E = \frac{350 \times 350}{10,000} = 12.25 \text{ watts.}$$

This output level at once suggests a push-pull pair of 2A3 tubes coupled to the load through an output transformer which will convert the 10,000-ohm secondary load into a 5,000-ohm load (plate to plate) as required by the 2A3 tubes. (The turns ratio is 1.4/1 comparing secondary to whole primary.)

Meanwhile we see from the chart that 12.25 watts is about 33 db. "up," which is 83 db. above the microphone level. The amplifier gain overall should be about 90 db., a rather high gain preferably broken into two sections—a "pre-amplifier" and a main amplifier separated from each other—a fact better appreciated if one considers that 90 db. gain is a power multiplication of 1,000,000,000 times, so that a very small percentage of feedback causes distortion. If the input and output load impedances of the amplifier were equal the voltage amplification would be 31,600. The final line-up is accordingly a 3-stage main amplifier and a 1 or 2-stage pre-amplifier, choice in the latter case depending on the tubes used in the main amplifier.

Again—the same problem but with a high sensitivity microphone spoken to at 3 inches, with 20 ma. per button and an output level of —22 db. The gain required is now from —22 to plus 33 or 55 db. This can be done nicely by the 3-stage main amplifier alone, as it is (from the chart) a power ratio of 12.25 watts/.04 milli-watts = 300,000 or, for equal impedances, a voltage gain of 546.

run in considerable variation of grades, types, and purposes. In general, the more sensitive a microphone, the less tone quality it has (figure 2), while the greater fidelity of tone quality, the less its sensitivity. Likewise the tone quality is generally directly proportional to price.
The Effect of Distance

There are two highly variable factors affecting the output of a microphone in general use. First, the volume of sound reaching the microphone (or the actuating pressure), and second, the amount of d.c. exciting current with which it is supplied. First let us consider an actuating sound pressure which would be a duplicate of a person speaking in a perfectly normal voice with his lips at a distance of 6 inches from the microphone. If this microphone happened to be a Universal Model LL in the “M” or Medium sensitivity grade we would get an output of approximately —48 db., provided the button current on the microphone averaged 8 milliamperes per button. Should the speaker move one foot away from the microphone the volume of output would drop to —54 db., while if he should move away to a distance of two feet the output would drop to approximately —61, all other conditions remaining the same. Should he move up to the microphone and speak directly into it, the output level would be approximately —30 db., quite a whale of a difference from the two-foot distance—in fact, considerably more than one stage of high quality amplification.

The comparative output levels of microphones at variable distances are graphically illustrated in figure 3, which is generally quite surprising to those who have not given it consideration before. This chart really has nothing to do with a microphone at all. It simply illustrates the falling off of energy with increase in distance from the source and is applicable to any sound radiating body in free space.

Microphone Current

In carbon microphones the next variable factor is the variation of sensitivity or output with variation of button current, which you will find graphically illustrated in figure 4. Here I might state that the hiss or “carbon rush” level in the granular type of microphones also varies in approximately the same relation with button current as is given by the graph and is generally about 30 db. below its output level. The graph is taken on the same grade and type of microphone as we described heretofore, that is, a medium grade that is subjected to a sound pressure equivalent to a normal speaking voice spaced six inches from the face of the microphone. It is quite surprising to note that with a current variation of from 2 milliamperes to 30 milliamperes we can get a variation of output from —70 to —28 db., which explains why it used to be common practice to include a potentiometer in the microphone circuit and have a continuously variable current range of from 0 to enormous value. These were the days when amplifiers generally fell short and the microphone had to be depended upon to furnish enormously high output in order to drive them at a sufficiently high level. [Continued on Page 30]
5 Meter Requirements Modified
The following Order was adopted by the Telegraph Division of the Federal Communications Commission on August 1, 1934:

Until further notice, the provisions of Rule 381* shall not be construed to apply to amateur operation on frequencies above 56,000 kilocycles.

Haigis 5 Meter Transceiver
The type AM Haigis 5 meter transmitter-receiver uses two tubes of the low-drain 2-volt type. One of these is a 30, used as a transmitting oscillator, or as a blocking-super-regenerator, depending on the switch position. The other tube, type 33, is used as an audio amplifier when receiving, and as a modulator (voice) or audio oscillator (i.c.w.) when sending. A rheostat provides for 6 volt operation of the filaments. The oscillatory circuit is of the "semi-Armstrong" type.

A Radio Handset
A lightweight handset, specifically designed for radio work, has just been marketed by Universal Microphone Company. It weighs but 9 ounces, including the 5 foot, 3-conductor cord, one wire of which is common to both the high-output mike and the 2000 ohm single watchcase receiver. The type number and the price are not yet known; write to the makers at Inglewood, California.

Membership Amendment
An argument seems to be in full swing as to who started the ball rolling which resulted in the recent change in the A.R.R.L. by-laws regarding voting for Directors by which the votes of unlicensed amateurs who have not been members of the League continuously since May 15, 1934 will not be counted.

R/9 cannot see the importance of the question. The important point is that it was done, even though it is but a step in the right direction.

Our records show (1) that the idea was proposed spontaneously in many parts of the country by amateurs everywhere; (2) that Rocky Mountain's Andrews was the first Director to take any definite action to make the League once again what is has always claimed to be, an amateur organization.

Assistant Director
Philip Snyder, W6UT, at Altadena, California, is being congratulated by his many friends on his appointment as Assistant Director of the Pacific Division of the A.R.R.L. The appointment was made by Director S. G. Culver after considering many recommendations. W6UT is also President of the Pasadena Short Wave Club.

Uncle Dave in Europe
David L. Marks, more commonly known as "Uncle Dave" among amateurs, is in Europe on a business trip and is anxious to contact as many foreign amateurs and clubs as possible. He is making his temporary headquarters at 3 Kensington Gardens, Northshields, Northumberland, England.

A portable ham transmitter goes along with him for use wherever possible. Mr. Marks in addition to expanding his own export business is representing a number of American radio firms including the publishers of R/9.

* RULE 381. The frequency of the waves emitted by amateur radio stations shall be as constant and as free from harmonics as the state of the art permits. For this purpose, amateur transmitters shall employ circuits loosely coupled to the radiating system or devices that will produce equivalent effects to minimize keying impacts and harmonics. Conductive coupling to the radiating antenna, even though loose, is not permitted. but this restriction does not prohibit the use of transmission-line feeder systems.
HOW, WHEN, WHERE

to QSO a fellow ham

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Miscellaneous</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>u 1715 kc. band</td>
<td>1 Sunday</td>
<td>r ragchew</td>
<td>a A.M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v 3500 kc. band</td>
<td>2 Monday</td>
<td>t traffic</td>
<td>p P.M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w 7 mc. band</td>
<td>3 Tuesday</td>
<td>j trans-Pacific traffic</td>
<td>12m noon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x 14 mc. band</td>
<td>4 Wednesday</td>
<td>q DX</td>
<td>12m midnight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y 28 mc. band</td>
<td>5 Thursday</td>
<td>e experimenting</td>
<td>¼ 15 min. past hr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z 56 mc. band</td>
<td>6 Friday</td>
<td>g can give accurate</td>
<td>½ 30 min. past hr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* freq. is doubled at times</td>
<td>7 Saturday</td>
<td>QRG &amp; t.</td>
<td>¼ 45 min. past hr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† freq. is doubled or quadrupled at irregular times</td>
<td></td>
<td>f phone chiefly used</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>k official relay station</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o official observer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>h m.o.p.a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figures with four of five characters indicate frequencies. Those followed by "a", "p", or "m" indicate time. Those in bold face indicate days of the week. CW is assumed unless phone is specified. If you do not use certain specific frequencies, omit frequency designation; just use proper band symbol. One-line listings are free to subscribers; others 50c per year or fraction thereof. Listings not giving definite operating hours are not acceptable; however, if definite hours are specified for at least on band, others used frequently but irregularly may be covered by "i". Listings must be sent us exactly in the form here specified; time does not permit our "translating" them. Listings are automatically dropped after three insertions unless renewed. Keep yours up to date. Only up to date, accurate information is useful.

W1—
Connecticut
EFW—3850; d 6-7½av & 4-5½av; r & t.
Massachusetts
EFM—3558; d 6½-7½pv; l 9a-12mv.

W2—
New Jersey
BPY—3588†; c; d 11a-1p 4½-8p 11p-1a; r & t.
EKO—35637; d 6-7av 4-5pv; t & 9.
New York
AIQ—3550; 2-5 7¼-8pv; 7 7¼-8pv; r & t.
DQW—3563; 3, 5, 7, 6½-9pv; r & t.
FKO—7028c; d 7p-1¼aw; t & e.

W3—
Delaware
BAK—3640c; d 7-9 av; 4½-5pv; t.
BTQ—1794; d 7-12p; i wxz.
Maryland—D. C.
AKX—1940c; d 6¾-7½pu 10-11½pu; f.
BWT—3600, 3627c, 7220; d 6-8pv; 10½-12p; r & t.
CIZ—3710; d 4-6½av; 1, 7 iv; r & t.
CQS—3720c; d 5-7av & 4½-6pv; j-relay only.
DF—3955c, 14,200; d 5-7pvx.

TX—3700; 3-7 & 1 6¾-7½pv; r & t.
VJ—3575c; d 5½-11pv; l all day v; r & t.

New Jersey
AEJ—3785; 2-6 9½-2pv 7-10pv.
APB—3530c; d 1-7pv. 3818c; 7-8pv; r & t.
BYK—3508*, d 10½p-2av; r & t.

Pennsylvania
AWN—7050c; d 7-10pv; r & t.
BEY—3720c; d 6½-5pv; t.
BYP—3610c; 7052c; d 7-11pwx.
FKO—5640; i f.
BRZ—1842c; d 5¾-7avuf; 7¼-8½pu; r & t.
BYS—3581, 7162, 14080; d 7-8av; d 6-8pv; 1 lx; r & t.
CAA—7280; d 7½p-1aw; r & t.
GS—3688c; d 11p-1a; 1 12m-2pv; t.
MC—3655c; d 6½-8¼pv; r & t.
W3OK-WLQC—3781c, 3497.5c; 2, 4, 6 7-7½av; 2-6 6-7½pv; 2 6-11¼pv.
TX—3700; 1-7 6¾-7½pv; r & t.
VR—3550c; d 10a-2½p; 12½a-2av; r t.

Virginia
AJJ—3740c; 2, 4, 6, 7, 12m-2pv; 5-7pv; r & t.

Sample

W6QX—3550†; c; d 5½-7aw; 2-6 7-9pv; 1 2-5pyf; r & e; g.

This listing indicates that W6QX works on 3550 kc., and at times doubles to 7100 or quadruples to 14200 kc.; the transmitter is crystal controlled; daily from 5:30 to 7:00 a.m. he works in the 7 mc. band (i.e., on 7100 kc.); Monday to Friday he works from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. in the 3500 kc. band (no definite frequency) on phone. He is chiefly interested in ragchewing and experimenting, and can measure your frequency accurately.

[Continued on Page 38]
Overheard at World's Fair

BALLYHOO MAN: “Could I interest you in the Sky Ride?”

RADIO JOBBER: “Hell, no. I just bought one from Don Wallace!”

Sure there is such a thing as Sales Resistance. “I ohm little because I bought little.”

’Suse it please—but why is it a “velocity mike” when the wire is straight and a “dynamic mike” when it is coiled up?

“Communist Band Shattered by Bomb”—headline. Bandspread—eh?

How about a jig-saw puzzle using the various radio inspection districts?

The woim hereby toins—we deny emphatically that radio is wrong in reducing the loud high notes of tenors and sopranos. A screech sounds terrible in a concert hall, and it sounds terrible by radio—but radio knows how to stop it.

1934 auto models disclose accentuated streamlines, slant-back radiators, round hoods, roll tops, skirted fenders, and wide flared backs—or are we in the dress department.—New Haven Register.

Speech by chief engineer of auto factory via radio to servicemen: “—study this car so that when they start piling up on the road—”

The boss of W1ANC sez that King Pradjadhipok (?) should never have gone back to Siam—look at the fine white elephants we have for him right here—Radio City, f’rinstance.

NBC’s funny bells are reported to sound that way because they are not bells but some sort of an oscillator that oscillates the way a bell doesn’t.

Read It Out Loud

An electron is about 1/10,000,000,000,000 of an inch across, and a current of one ampere, lasting for only a second represents about 6,000,000,000,000,000,000 electrons, each of which weighs about 9/10,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 of a gram.

Also, we grieve over the passing of the electrolytic charger and B eliminator. They never reached the full of their possibilities. Nobody ever thought of lighting up the jars with colored bulbs; and somehow ingenuity slipped in failing to develop gold-fish and flora aquaria suitable for making them more decorative.

A Sierra Madre, California, resident has succeeded in raising in his garden a 15-foot sunflower and it is believed that the fair-minded Kansan will concede that it soon will be large enough for transplanting.—Christian Science Monitor.

Depression or no depression, we understand the Heaviside layer is going up again this winter.

Brother Clifford thinks there is little novelty in railroad radio as he has owned many sets which whistled at every station.

Capone is supposed to have boasted that no law existed that money couldn’t forget. Now what do you suppose he’d do with Ohm’s law?

It is very difficult now to determine a person’s social class unless you take time to observe which law he breaks.—Hartford Times.

The pleasantest story we have read for a long time relates to an afternoon in the Sudan, with a temperature of 125 degrees.
The Sylvania 866-A is a shielded filament type mercury vapor rectifier. It is made especially for use in transmitter power supplies. The shielded filament allows stability of operation, higher cathode efficiency and minimizes the possibility of R.F. within the tube. A graphite anode is utilized. The low and constant internal voltage drop gives an ideal rectifier, where high efficiency is the main requisite. Write for Engineering Information.

HYGRADE SYLVANIA CORPORATION
ELECTRONICS DEPARTMENT
AMATEUR RADIO DIVISION
CLIFTON, N. J.

FACTORIES:
EMPORIUM, PA. SALEM, MASS. ST. MARYS, PA. CLIFTON, N. J.

Unprofitable Class B
[Continued from Page 10]

“Scheme 2B”

There is another expedient which is even simpler, much less costly, and quite gratifying in its results. This is simply to replace the tubes C and M in figure 2 with other tubes that fit the job better. If we replace the '10 type “class C” tube-to-be-modulated by a 203A tube of 50 watts rating we will find the bias arrangements to need no changing, though we need a 10 volt filament supply. Then if we replace the '10 type “class C” tube M with an 845 tube of 50 watt rating we have an arrangement that will put into the antenna a 70 watt carrier instead of a 7 watt one, and give about the same percentage modulation as before. This is roughly twice as good as the pair of Class B ’52’s!

The plate supply voltage will need to be raised to about 1200 or 1300 but this can be obtained from a single pair of ’66 rectifiers, and it is quite possible that they are already in use. If the drop-resistance method of coupling modulator to modulatee is being used, the resistance will need to be somewhat decreased; 3500 to 4000 ohms will do for various individual tubes. The only flaw is that the 845 requires nearly twice the audio input voltage to the grid that was needed for the '50 modulators. We now have a '50 and a '10 without jobs. One may accordingly leave the '50 in place and use it to drive the 845 as an additional audio stage, or else simply put a '10 in the preceding stage and use it to “push” the 845; even a 245 will do. Suitable voltages and couplings are assumed.

Summing up—the 2B variation of figure 2 will produce twice as strong a carrier as figure 3—and furthermore, 2B requires no r.f. grid battery, adds no adjustments to figure 2, operates rectifier and filter at 500 or 1,000 volts less, and costs about $60 less than figure 3. Need one say more to label figure 3 as “unprofitable”? Which combination appeals to you I cannot say—but hope it isn’t the one of figure 3.
connected to any socket terminal. This meter arrangement provides for all of the primary analyzer work, that is; it provides for the work which is carried on through a cable and tube-base plug. As will be shown a little later, these things can be done without the usual multitude of "adapters," and both the analyzer itself and the switching arrangement may be so made as to provide for future types of tube bases, or for new and curious ways of connecting tube elements to the base-prongs. Present analyzers do not have this flexibility, nor do most of them provide another of the conveniences of the new analyzer—that the analyzer plug may be left in the set when using the instruments with prods, without the usual risk of "blowing" something, for the meters are completely cut loose from the cable when connected to the binding posts.

The Circuit

The circuit will be described by building it up from its parts, without stopping to give constants at this point.

1—The milliammeter must have several ranges and also be capable of being switched to a pair of posts which permit it to serve as an independent meter with leads. Thus it may have a range-switch and a "position-switch."

2—The voltmeter is under control of three switches: a—a range switch for picking the correct scale! b—a reverse switch to get correct polarity; c—a "tube switch" which throws the voltmeter (set to any range) to any socket terminal, or to binding posts for external use—and which has extra contacts to allow for future freak sockets.

3—The ohm-meter circuit is the simple but long-range one of figure 2. When switched into this circuit the milliammeter is cut free from all other circuits.

4—A socket group, which includes a socket of each present type and has room for new types.

The association of these circuits and parts into a complete analyzer will be

The Sylvania 825 is especially an ultra high frequency oscillator. The power output in class "C" service is 40 watts. Grid and plate leads are brought out through the glass envelope to insure greatest efficiency. A ceramic base is utilized to further make this tube a pleasure to the eye and a masterpiece of tube engineering. It will give far superior results on 5 and 10 meters than tubes hitherto used in this ultra high frequency work. The 825 is another Sylvania transmitting tube which employs the "floating anode" type of construction. Write for Engineering Information.

HYGRADE SYLVANIA CORPORATION
ELECTRONICS DEPARTMENT
AMATEUR RADIO DIVISION
CLIFTON, N. J.

FACTORIES:
EMPORIUM, PA.
SALEM, MASS.
ST. MARYS, PA.
CLIFTON, N. J.
shown in the second part of this paper—and you will be surprised at the low—and final—cost of this type of analyzer.

Amos, of the Amos and Andy team, went to wartime radio school at Harvard, pounded brass on a destroyer, and maybe sent some of us traffic. We don’t know about Andy but have seen messages that look as if he must have handled them.

Spark Tube

[Continued from Page 18]

Rude comments result, and it is better strategy to use a tube rectifier. The RCA-878 is exactly the thing, and costs only $11.00! The next best bet, the 81, costs too much also, and we look longingly at the 70c type 80, likewise obtainable at 54c, 39c, and 38c. But that high peak voltage does not look so good to a tube rated at 550 maximum a.c. volts, meaning a peak of 780, as compared to 5,000 or so with our spark coil.

Voltage Limiters

Two pretty good dodges are possible. The first is very old, and consists of putting a condenser (such as Leichner’s glass type D-3) across the coil secondary before we get to the rectifier. If we assume that the vibrator is going at 500 breaks per second it takes about 0.01 μfd. of pretty good mica or glass condenser to get the peak down to such a value that an 80 used as a ½-wave rectifier will not break down, meaning a lot more than 500 volts even so. The price of this condenser rather spoils the whole economy picture and it is easily shown that for stationary use, or for carrying around from station to station it is cheaper, better, and easier, to use an ordinary plate supply as will be described for “Radiococcus” in these pages next month.

However, since we’ve started our rabbit out of the brush, let’s run him down. We started to say that there are two good ways of getting the voltage peak down, and we are still interested from a purely portable standpoint where no a.c. line is available.

Very well, the second scheme is (alas) to tear the secondary off the spark coil, and replace it with a new winding of about 1/10 as many turns, and of a wire about No. 30 in size. Insulation can consist of double silk covering, and of thin paraffined paper between layers. Since the voltage is lower the thing can be done with one winding about half as long as the core (different from the old high-tension secondary), winding in plain even layers.

Laws

Now then—when and where may it be used? Mister — anything we put

---

EUGENE G. WILE
10 S. 10th ST., PHILA., PA.
COMPLETE STOCK OF HIGH-GRADE RADIO APPARATUS

Thank you for the brisk demand for the
2ND EDITION of KRUSE’S RADIOPHONE GUIDE

Even tho the first edition sold out in 90 days we revised thoroughly, made it more than twice as big, newer than ever, and added BATCHER’S “RADIOGRAFS”.

Over 40% of this edition was sold before printing!

At your dealers or send 50c, postpaid (Canada, 75c)

Robert S. Kruse
GUILFORD, CONNECTICUT
TRANSMITTERS

PEERLESS SENIOR TRANSMITTER, complete with heavy power supply, two 245 tubes, an 83 tube, milliammeter, approx. 10 watts output, wired and tested. .................. $16.25

All of the above transmitters are in stock, ready to go. Complete instructions, diagrams, etc., all furnished FREE OF CHARGE with all outfits.

Write for dope on new 30 Watt Phone-CW Transmitter—Low Prices

ROUND THE WORLD RECEIVERS

Latest Models—Made With First Quality Parts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kit</th>
<th>Wired, Tested</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Assembled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PEERLESS 1-tube Blackhawk</td>
<td>$3.88</td>
<td>$ 4.89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEERLESS 2-tube Junior Receiver</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>6.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEERLESS 2-tube LOUDSPEAKER Receiver</td>
<td>7.95</td>
<td>8.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEERLESS 3-tube PROFESSIONAL</td>
<td>9.50</td>
<td>10.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEERLESS 4-tube AC-DC Receiver (new tubes equiv. to 8 ordinary tubes)</td>
<td>21.50</td>
<td>24.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WRITE IN FOR DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS OF ABOVE AS WELL AS OTHER TYPE RECEIVERS TO FIT YOUR POCKETBOOK.

LET US ALSO QUOTE YOU ON THE LATEST NATIONAL AND HAMMARLUND RECEIVERS!

TUBE SPECIALS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Light Duty</th>
<th>Heavy Duty</th>
<th>Ex. Heavy Duty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30-day Gtd.</td>
<td>90-day Gtd.</td>
<td>6-month Gtd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210. 15-watt</td>
<td>$ .89</td>
<td>$1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>866.</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250.</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>281.</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HAMS! TAKE NOTICE!
The biggest buy in the country on Weston slightly used but perfect model 301 milliammeters, ranges 0-5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 500 mills. All recalibrated with new scales. EACH .................. $3.69

Thousands of other type meters in stock, including laboratory, ham, and experimental models. Drop us a card for lowest quotations.

Cable Address: “UncleDave”
Write In for Our New Ham Catalog—Just Off the Press!
...Accuracy

Every Scientific Radio Service Crystal is ground to an accuracy of BETTER than .03% on equipment tested regularly by U. S. Bureau of Standards Standard Frequency Signals.

PIEZO ELECTRIC CRYSTALS

Back in 1925 we introduced Piezo Electric Crystals for commercial use, and today we still pride ourselves with the fact that our aim is toward "QUALITY" crystals rather than quantity.

Prompt Delivery Assured.
Send for our price list and booklet.

Scientific RADIO SERVICE
124 Jackson Ave., University Pk., Hyattsville, Maryland Dept. R/9-10

With BYRD'S Antarctic Expedition

MORRILL TYPE T TRANSMITTING CONDENSERS

The success of this great adventure depends not only on the courage and skill of the explorers, but on the reliability of their equipment. BYRD'S RADIO DEPARTMENT is well supplied with Morrill Type T High Voltage Condensers.

Used Where Quality Counts

Paper Condensers
Dry Electrolytic Condensers
Carbonized Resistors
Precision Resistors

Ask your dealer for catalog D-341, or write to Morrill & Morrill, 30 Church St., New York, N. Y.

down here might be all out of date when you picked this magazine up a few months from now. We must ask you whenever considering either outright spark-coil plate supply, or a rectified and filtered plate supply of the same sort, to look up the latest rules of whatever body governs radio by that time, making sure to discover what is then regarded as all right for portable equipment, and whether "adequate" filtering has yet been defined.

—R. S. K.

No lamp-posts have been provided for weak and overstimulated business to cling to, and so they are apt to cling to one another. The embrace is called a merger.

—Henry Ford.

First we "modernize" all radio receivers by replacing the push-pull '45 output system with pentodes, then we spend a year or two in getting back the fidelity—but meanwhile we add a "tone control" to permit the set-owner to obtain several sorts of distortion.

"The over-enthusiastic televisionists are making their big mistake in thinking that television will repeat the glamorous history of radio broadcasting, when every sign indicates that it will not and indeed cannot. Conditions are altogether different from what they were ten years ago. Today we have a Federal Communications Commission, an aggravating patent situation, an oversupply of radio factories, a lot of politicians with radio axes to grind and--worst of all--a sophisticated buying element that has been spoiled by high quality broadcasting and high quality talking motion pictures."

—Robert Hertzberg.

Special Radio Services by Robert S. Kruse, E. E.

—For the Professional:
Apparatus and station designs and improvements.
Construction of special apparatus.
Problems involving cathode ray equipment.

—For the Amateur:
High-grade discontinued commercial transmitting equipment.
"The Answer Factory," a low-cost information service on operating and constructional problems.
Quotations on request.

ROBERT S. KRUSE
Box 60, RFD No. 2, Guilford, Conn.
### DWYER TRANSMITTING CONDENSERS

**Material of Plates**: Aluminum

**Thickness of Plates**: .040"

**Radius of Rotor Plates**: 2 3/16"

**Overall Width**: 6"

**Overall Height**: 5 1/2" (Rotor Plates Extended)

**Material of End Plates**: Cast Aluminum

**Contact Material**: Spring Brass, Plated

**Radius of Rotor Plates**: Split Spring Bearing at Each End of Shaft

**Shaft Material**: ‘Diamond X’ Rod, Ground and Polished

**Shaft Diameter**: 1/8" Through Bearings

**Shaft Extension Diameter**: ½" for Standard Dials

**Shaft Ext. Length**: 2" from Front of End Plate

**End Plate Tie Rods**: Brass, Cadmium Plated

**Insulation**: Steatite

**SPLIT-STATOR MODELS—STANDARD SIZES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Maximum Capacity Each Section</th>
<th>D.C. Breakdown Voltage</th>
<th>No. of Plates Each Section</th>
<th>Actual Air Gap</th>
<th>Length Less Shaft Ext.</th>
<th>Net Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>807</td>
<td>72 mmf.</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>.168&quot;</td>
<td>7 1/2&quot;</td>
<td>$6.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>813</td>
<td>140 mmf.</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>.168&quot;</td>
<td>10&quot;</td>
<td>8.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>821</td>
<td>235 mmf.</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>.188&quot;</td>
<td>13 3/4&quot;</td>
<td>11.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1007</td>
<td>48 mmf.</td>
<td>11,000</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>.356&quot;</td>
<td>9 3/8&quot;</td>
<td>7.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1413</td>
<td>80 mmf.</td>
<td>11,000</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>.356&quot;</td>
<td>14 3/4&quot;</td>
<td>9.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other Capacities and Air Gaps to Order

---

**MODEL 70AP PACK**

**MODEL 70A RECEIVER**

**Pfanstiehl Single Sideband Super**

Complete with Coils for 20-40-80-160 Meter Bands

Amateur Net Price: $34.95

Model 70AX—With Bliley Equipped, Crystal Filter Add: 11.76

Model 70AP—Pack-Speaker Combination, Net: 13.50

**AN AMATEUR BAND RECEIVER**

With all the desirable features ... automatic as well as manual volume control, airplane dial, full AC operation, receive-transmit switch, the ability to log accurately, good image suppression, crystal IF filter, special treatment of metal parts for tropical and salt air service, 3 watts audio output, unusual stability and gain especially on the 20 and 10-meter bands, hum-free at all frequencies, all components repaired at half of their rating, earphone jack, coils thoroughly moisture-proofed. Each set individually calibrated, 8 tubes including rectifier.

Write for Circular—Dealer Inquiries Solicited

112E Washington St.  McCULLA MFG. CO.  Waukegan, Illinois
Oscillations

Houlton, Me.

Sirs:

... I have never in my radio experience seen so much news in so few pages as you have put into R/9...

PHILLIP E. CLARKE, W1BKN.

Atlanta, Ga.

Sirs:

Have received sample copies of your magazine and enjoyed them very much. I have noted an improvement in each issue along technical lines and the advertisements, but I hate to see so much valuable space consumed with the A.R.R.L. controversy.

I agree with J. E. Willis, W7SQ, that the revision of the League should be accomplished without the fur flying too much. It seems that a petition would be in order about now. After the petition had all the dissenters names affixed, it could be forwarded to the League.

There is room in amateur radio for another good technical magazine. You are the logical contender for the space, and I would like to see you succeed.

Why not conduct your crusade against the policies of the League through other channels and give your magazine a chance to gain in technical importance?...

H. H. PAYNE, JR., W4WC.

[If reader Payne will suggest other channels likely to be successful gladly will R/9 use them.—EDITOR.]

Lancaster, Calif.

Sirs:

... You deserve credit, fellows, for your wonderful spirit and fearless energies and we are all standing behind you.

If you knew how many would like your magazine, but whom the depression holds out, you would feel highly flattered at the esteem with which your magazine is being accorded on every side...

L. R. POTTER, W6AKW.

Jackboro, Texas.

Sirs:

R/9 covers a large band of frequencies in the radio library spectrum and I fear I cannot afford to be without it, so here's my subscription for a year.

J. W. CHEERRYHOMES, W5HH.

New York City

Sirs:

... You have the makings of a good medium for the hams, and are to be congratulated for the stand taken upon various subjects which have to do with the welfare of ham radio.

C. G. WILLOUGHBY, W2ET.

Manila, P. I.

Sirs:

First of all I want to congratulate you on your splendid work in putting out what we all may say is a real he-man amateur magazine.

I've been a member of the A.R.R.L. for nine years and am still a member, but your magazine R/9 has taken all the competition. My compliments to the staff of R/9 for the best amateur magazine in print.

I'm sure all the KA Gang will give you a big hand. More power to you, R/9.

FRANK SPEIR, KA9FS.
SUBSCRIPTION AND SINGLE COPY RATES

Subscription Rates, postpaid:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possessions</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canal Zone</td>
<td>$2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elsewhere</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(including current Canadian duty)</td>
<td>$3.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Customs Duties, except where otherwise specified, must be paid by addressee.

Notice:
Remittances should be payable to the order of R9, Ltd., negotiable at par in U.S.A. funds. Cash, stamps, "bearer" instruments, etc., are at sender's risk. U.S. postage stamps are acceptable in small amounts; 2c and 5c denominations are preferred. We cannot start subscriptions with back issues. Subscriptions for longer than two years in the U.S.A., or one year elsewhere, are accepted only subject to possible adjustment on account of varying tariffs and postal rates.

Notice of change of address (which should state old and new addresses) must reach us by first of month preceding nominal date of issue with which it is to become effective; we do not supply back issues nor pay forwarding postage because of failure to receive such advance notice.

No responsibility is assumed for unsolicited material, nor will it be returned without a stamped addressed envelope.

Advertising Rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Page</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2 Page</td>
<td>15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/4 Page</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/8 Page</td>
<td>6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/16 Page</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For discounts send for our Rate Card Advertising accepted only at terms stated on current Advertising Rate Card, sent free on request to R9, Ltd., 1455 Glenville Drive, Los Angeles, or 500 Fifth Avenue, New York, or any advertising or general representative.

BRANCH ADVERTISING OFFICES

[Dealers' counter sales and subscriptions also arranged]

New York: Southeastern New York, northern New Jersey—R9, Ltd., 500 Fifth Ave., New York City, Chickering, 4-6218.


Pacific Coast: Calif. (except Los Angeles County), Oregon, Wash.—R9, Ltd., 4014 Country Club Drive, Long Beach, Calif. Don C. Wallace, representative.

AMATEURS—HERE IT IS!

Look at These Features!


The New Sargent 8-34 Amateur Super-Net.

15-550 Meters

Sensitivity, power, ease of control, selectivity! Amateur phones from all U.S. Districts, Alaska, Hawaii, Australia and South America. Short Wave Broadcast and Amateur C.W. from all over the world. That is a concise statement of the performance of the new Sargent 8-34 Receiver.

Ruggedly constructed of highest grade materials, thoroughly tested, carefully packed to withstand shipment. A receiver that any amateur will be proud to own. A knockout in the 40-meter phone band. Extremely sensitive on 20 meters. South American phones come in R9 on 40 meter band. Write for full description of this receiver, or better yet, order one and see for yourself.

Price $49.50

Price includes a complete set of tested tubes and a good quality 8-inch dynamic speaker with 3-foot cord. Everything is included, there is nothing else to buy. $49.50 is the Amateur Net Price, shipped prepaid.

IN STOCK—IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

L. I. MARINE & ELECTRIC CO.

163-18 JAMAICA AVENUE W2GOT-W2GRQ

JAMAICA, NEW YORK
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From figures 3 and 4 it can be readily seen that if a microphone is given the absolute maximum of current and a person talks directly into the microphone an output level closely approaching zero level will be obtained. Considering the variations possible in both the button current and the sound pressure actuating the microphone, it can be seen that an overall variation of from 60 to 80 db. is possible. Greatest fidelity of response to variations in sound pressure will be had when the microphone is used at the lower levels. Our recommendations are a button current of from 5 to 10 milliamperes, while the spacing to the microphone will naturally vary with the particular model chosen.

Where Figures Lie

In regard to this point, I am submitting to you figure 5 which gives the various output levels of our complete line-up of carbon microphones when used with a button current of 10 milliamperes and subjected to a sound pressure variation equivalent to a normal speaking voice spaced six inches from the microphone itself. In this chart observe the little notation specifying the zero level on this scale as equal to —50 db. on the other charts. Reasonable as such a chart may appear, these volume levels are in no way representative of what the microphone's outputs would be in practice. In normal use the conditions are quite different. For instance, an aeroplane HandiMike would be used pressed tight against the mouth, which position when considered in the light of figure 3 would immediately raise its level some —25 db. In addition to this, the aeroplane type is used at a much higher current value per button than the 10 ma. current taken in figure 5, and thus in the end its output might be in the neighborhood of —10 to —20 db. Another example is the Baby and QRQ. Either of these highly sensitive models when spoken directly into may have an output level closely approaching "zero level"—that is 6 milliwatts.

These variations are so large as to be confusing to the user until he understands their causes as shown in figures 3 and 4. With these figures in mind the information of such a tabulation as figure 5 can be translated with some correctness into the probable performance under the conditions actually to be used. Then with the microphone's output fairly well known the amplifier may be laid out to provide whatever gain may be necessary to rise from the level of the microphone to that of the amplifier's required output—always with due allowance for some spare gain to compensate for adverse conditions or for power wasting devices such as "mixers" or "equalizers."
GOOD NEWS
for slightly deflated Ham pocketbooks!!

Here are some bargains that are real bargains in every sense of the word! The prices are low, (unbelievably low in some cases) and, what is more important, the quality is high. In addition to the representative items listed here we have thousands more in stock.

Our more than eight years of service to the amateur trade enables us to supply anything you may need at our usual low prices. You will like our prompt service, too!

We suggest that you order soon. Our money back guarantee and our record of honest dealing is your protection.

TUBES

Every tube we sell is brand new and in perfect condition. Our liberal replacement guarantee applies in all cases.

U. S. Army 100 Watt Screen-grid 860 tubes
Regular $35.00. In original cartons $14.75

866  Heavy Duty 60 Day Guarantee

DeForest 210... $1.45; 281... $1.25; 45... $1.00
Good grade 44, 56 and 82 tubes, 3 for $1.00
COLUMBIA Heavy Duty 250's 60 day guarantee; excellent value $1.10
Duovac 865, 7/8 Watt Screen Grid... 6.75
NEW! 859, Improved 845, Graphite anode. Grid lead to cap. Isolantite base. FB!... 6.95
DUOVAC carbon plate 203-A fifty wafers... 10.75
Manhattan full wave gaseous rectifiers... 49
DUOVAC 242 (211), 845, 872, 811, 217C... GOOD fifty wafers at the lowest price in history! Hundreds already sold giving FB service. Not many left at the low price of... 7.95
G. E. NEON BULBS 1/2 or 1 Watt... 30
Supersensitive 1/4 watt for neutralizing, etc., each, 25c; three for... .65
205-D 20 watt AF tubes... $1.45; 864-A... .85
Good grade 211 fifty wafers... 6.50

CONDENSERS

Dubilier 5000 volt... .002... $ .85
Sangamo "Illini" mica condensers, 1000 volt... .00025, .001, .002 mfd. Per dozen... .85

SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS

Battery—AC—AC—DC Models $4.75 and up. Send for Literature

FILTER CONDENSERS. Fibre cased. Flexible leads. Tested at double the rated working voltage. Husky units that will stand up! 2 Mfd., 1000 volt, each 50c; Four for... 2.10
1 Mfd., 1500 Volt, each 75c; Four for... 2.60
Dubilier metal cased, Porc. Insulators. 2 Mfd., 1000 volt... $1.10; 4 Mfd., $2.10; 1 Mfd., $3.00 volt... $2.75
General Radio type 247-M or 247-K... .00025 variable condensers. Original boxes. Special... .45

TRANSFORMERS

AMERTRAN Power Block. Transformer delivers 600 volts each side of CT at 150 ma. Four 2 1/2 volt windings tapped primary. Enclosed with two 25 henry filter chokes in a neat crystal finished metal case. Leads brought to bakelite terminal strip. Weights 21 lbs. You know AMERTRAN quality! Brand new in original cartons. List price $42.50. Special... $4.95
2 1/2 volt, 8 amp ct. midget transformers. Tapped primary $ .69
2 1/2 volt, 12 Amp. CT for 866's. 10,000 volt insulation. Tapped primary... 1.25
Amertran De Luxe audios. Slightly used, but perfect. First or second stage. List $8.00. Special... 1.25
Type 151 Push-pull input. List $12.00. Used... 2.25
56 mc interruption coils... .48

CHOKES

Polymet 25 henry, 200 Milliamper power chokes... 1.95
THORDARSON 8 henry, 400 MA. Neatly metal cased, FB as input choke. 3000 volt insulation... 1.35
2 1/2 Mh. type 100 RF Choke. (Similar to Nat'L.)... .29

COMPLETE STOCK OF ALL NATIONALLY ADVERTISED EQUIPMENT

Thordarson 20 H, 125 MA Power Chokes... .69
500 MA Duo-lateral Transmitting RF Choke... .18

MISCELLANEOUS

ROYAL MONITOR. Complete listening monitor-frequency meter. Self contained in metal cabinet. Complete with tube. Burgess batteries, 20, 40 and 80 meter coils and accurate calibration chart... $ 7.95
G. E. METERS. 2" D'Arsonval movement with zero adjuster. With instructions and shunt insulation. Tapped primary... .25
Burgess 20, 50, 75, or 100 ohm... .09
Center-tap resistors. 20, 50, 75, or 100 ohm... .09
2 ohm, 5 Amp. Heavy Duty rheostat... .23
Glazed porcelain strain insulators. Per dozen... .30
G. E. 35 volt soldering irons. 110 Volt. Regular selling price, $4.50, SPECIAL... 1.95
Centralab 50,000 ohm regeneration controls... .34
Hardwick-Hindle 22,000 ohm, 50 watt resistor with four taps. FB for bleeder or divider... .55
Deposit required with all orders

HARRISON RADIO CO.
142 Liberty St. New York City
(Visit our Wholesale Salesrooms when in town!)
How, When, Where
(Continued from Page 20)

W4—
Florida
ZZQ—3545*c; 2, 4, 6, 1½-2½av; r & t.
North Carolina
AGL—1938.4c, 3607.6c; d 8½-10puv; r & t.
ALK—3550*c, 7200; d 8-11pvw; r & t.
Tennessee
BPC—1998; d 5-6½auf & 4-9puf; r & t.

W5—
Texas
VV—7102, 7160; d 5-7pw 10-11pw; 3 & 6
12p-2aw; t & q.

W6—
Southern California
AM—3720, 7250, 14392, 2900, c; 1
1-8awq; 2 7-12pwv; xyzr; q r & e.
Central and Northern California
FFP—d 12½-2aw; 3 7-12puv; 7, 1 5-11
pxy; r t & g.
HCQ—7050† c; d 7-9pw; r, t & q.

W8—
Ohio
AAJ—3516†, 3533fc; d 10½a-12mw;
6½pw; r & q.
New York
CPC—3740 c; d 3½-12pv; 7 10a-2pv; r
&t.

W9—
Illinois
JKJ—14304c; b 6a-12mx; r, t & q.
Wisconsin
ARE—14,190c; 2-6 5-6½px q; 7 1-5px; 1
9a-4px f; r & e; 14,290 i q.

We serve the third district
Red Star Bus Line
Charters for ham gatherings solicited
Philadelphia, Wilmington, Baltimore,
Dover, Salisbury
SALISBURY, MARYLAND

CLUBS......
To bona fide amateur radio
Clubs, and to them only, are
available
reduced group rates
on
R/9
or
R/9 and Radio
Have your club secretary write
on club letterhead and ask to be
placed on our mailing list.

R/9
1455 Glenville Drive, Los Angeles

SPEED-X
HI-SPEED KEY
Highest Quality—Standard Construction
Unconditionally Guaranteed
No. 500 Standard—Black base...$11.50 list
No. 501 †—Chrome base.. 12.50
No. 510 Junior—Black base..... 7.50
No. 511 †—Chrome base... 10.50
Complete line of hand keys, buzzers and
practice sets at........$1.00 to $3.00
At your distributor—or send for catalogue.
SPEED-X RADIO MFG. CO.
30 Ninth St., San Francisco, Cal., U. S. A.
The Marketplace

(a) Rate: 5¢ per word, cash with order; minimum, 50¢. Capital: 8¢ per word. For consecutive advertising, 15% discount for 3rd, 4th and 5th insertions; 25% thereafter. Break in continuity restores full rate. Copy may be changed as often as desired.

(b) QTH Ads: 25¢ straight. Subscribers allowed one free QTH entry per year on request.

(c) Closing Date: 25th of second month preceding nominal date of issue (e.g., March forms close January 25th).

(d) Display arrangements not acceptable except capitals; no proofs, free copies, nor reprints sent.

(e) Used, reclaimed, defective, surplus and like material must be so described.

(f) Ads not relating to radio or radioists are acceptable, but will be grouped separately.

(g) WE reserve right to reject part or all or any ad without assigning reasons therefor.

(h) Remittance should be payable to the order of R9, LTD., negotiable at par in U.S.A. funds. Send all Marketplace ads direct to Los Angeles office. No discounts or commissions allowed.

BARGAINS in new and used transmitting parts. Write for bulletin. DeMotte Radio Sales Co., 46 Bridgham St., Providence, R. I.

W1WV says “These QSL’s are surely FB. Just what I wanted.” Do you want samples of our Call Cards? Send for some. W9APY, Hinds & Edgerton, 19 S. Wells St., Chicago, Ill.

W5BQU says “The QSL’s you printed are just what the doctor ordered.” We’ll send you samples, OM. What do you say? W9APY, Hinds & Edgerton, 19 S. Wells St., Chicago, Ill.


D. & W. Crystal and Holder, your approximate frequency, 160 or 80 meters, $1.50 complete. D. & W. Laboratory, Rockford, Illinois.

CRYSTALS within three kilocycles your specified frequency, 80 or 160 meters, $1.50. W1BD, Barre, Vermont.

There’s More than Efficiency in TRIMM FEATHERWEIGHT HEADSETS

The scientifically designed cap and the lightweight feature allow the phones to be worn “on the ears” for hours without discomfort.

Your Jobber can supply you

TRIMM RADIO MFG. CO.
Earphone Specialists
1528 Armitage Ave., Chicago, U. S. A.

Frequency Doubling

[Continued from Page 8]

and multiply by 6 or 7, which is the proper bias voltage to be gotten by varying R until the milliammeter in series with it says I X R equals what you just calculated. Remember to multiply ma. X 1000 x ohms.

(2) If μ is not known, replace R with some batteries across which is a voltmeter. Remove L. Now juggle the battery bias with a low plate voltage until plate current just starts. Divide this plate voltage by this grid voltage to get a fair value of μ.

1-wire untuned antenna feeders, if properly tapped to the antenna, can be clipped to the plate tank without upsetting the operation.

BROADCAST STATION PROBLEMS
can often be solved by letter if the problem is clearly stated. We have served many stations this way.

THE ANSWER FACTORY
Robert S. Kruse, Guilford, Conn.

A New Book
By FRANK C. JONES

“5 Meter Radiotelephony”

ONLY book of its kind! Shows how to BUILD and operate 12 kinds of 5-meter receivers, transmitters, transceivers. Feature Chapters by KRUSE, HART, HAWKINS, HAIGIS. Full data on Antenna Systems. A gold-mine of 5-meter FACTS.

DEALERS WANTED
For Sale By "RADIO"

PACIFIC BLDG.
San Francisco

Per Copy Postpaid
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You Can Become a Fast Amateur or Commercial Radio Operator at Home Through Candler Training.

FREE—New BOOK OF FACTS—tells of easiest, quickest and best method of learning code, and developing SPEED.

REPORTS FROM A FEW CURRENT STUDENTS

I have found your Junior Course more than I expected. It has been a big help to me. In approximately three months I have developed a speed of 18 w.p.m. Now have station license and will continue with your lessons for improving myself.

E. J. Sligar,
1710 W. Carlisle Ave.,
Spokane, Washington.

After studying your course for one month, I can send and receive at 20 w.p.m., and this is only the beginning. I consider teaching by correspondence by your method to be superior to school. By correspondence you always have your lessons to go over which is just like a teacher with you all the time. In school you either learn it then and there or lose it and fall behind.

J. Brokenshire,
1770 Pender St., E.
Vancouver, B. C., Canada.

Just completed your Advanced Course and want to express my appreciation for the results obtained. It is great. I just don’t know how to thank you enough, but somehow it gives me an entirely new point from which to view this old world.

J. E. Scott,
Navy Department,
USN Radio Traffic Stn. NAX
Gatun, C. Z.

Am delighted with results on completion of Lesson One of Advanced Course. Now it is a pleasure to punch the key. All sign of cramp has gone and my arm is very free. I am getting on fine, and I am more than pleased with the Course which I find very simple to follow.

W. Johnston, VK2YZ,
1 Searle St.,
Ryde, Sydney, N. S. W.

It was certainly a great thing that I enrolled for your course in radio telegraphy. My sending and receiving have increased a great deal. My nervousness has been eliminated, and I understand the right method for sending and receiving. Highly recommend your course to all hit or miss operators.

Horatio Kaniehiro,
Watertown, Oahu, Hawaii.

I acknowledge receipt of the CSCG badge for which I thank you. My receiving is improving.

Marcel Serre,
Ismailia, Egypt.

Candler System Co., Dept. R-10, 6343 S. Kedzie Ave., Chicago
bands for image selectivity and excellent signal to noise ratio, a crystal filter circuit sacrificing absolutely no signal volume for its extreme selectivity, and manual or automatic volume control at the turn of a switch, plus all the features that have made the 5B famous, including air tuned i.f. amplifier. That it is far in advance of all other competitive receivers is proven conclusively by the roster of its users—from W9USA to Col. Foster, W6HM.

**Technical Features**

**SENSITIVITY:** Every 5" receiver shipped from the laboratory is guaranteed to have a sensitivity of 1 microvolt absolute or better.

**SELECTIVITY:** Each 5" will have selectivity curve 28 kc. wide, 10,000 times down without crystal, or 50 cycles wide with crystal.

**FIDELITY:** The overall antenna to speaker fidelity of the 5C without crystal is uniform to 6 decibels from 20 to 10,000 cycles—or absolutely uniform over the entire fundamen tal musical range at the loud speaker output. Yet by means of the crystal control knob, 50 cycle selectivity can be had at will.

**POWER OUTPUT:** The un distorted power output of the 5C is three watts.

**VOLUME CONTROL:** The 5C is equipped with audio volume control for use when the A.V.C. is switched in and with manual i.f. sensitivity control for use when A.V.C. is switched out for high speed modulation or crystal audio. Two antenna binding posts only "hot" points exposed. Heavy cabinet provided with hinged top for easy access.

**LOUD SPEAKER:** Specially designed and matched Jensen dynamic unit in cabinet 7½ square and 3½ deep.

**TROPICAL CLIMATE PROVISION:** All transformers, coils and condensers are specially selected and matched for the hot climates. All filter condensers, power transformers, chokes and resistors are specially selected and matched for the hot climates. All filter condensers, power transformers, chokes and resistors are specially selected and matched for the hot climates.

**FINISH:** Crystalline black on all parts except tube and r.f. shields, which are polished aluminum.

**DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT:** 17" long over all, 10¾ deep and 8½ high.

**ANTENNA:** Separate r.f. primaries for each band allow use of doubles or Marconi antennas at will.

**CRYSTAL:** When ordered, the 5C can be supplied with special Hilby quartz crystal resonator in Hilby holder and with i.f. amplifier properly aligned to exact crystal frequency. Type 5C communication receiver, as above, complete with eight tested Raytheon tubes, Jensen speaker and cabinets, ready to operate, 114 (price $124.50). Net price to amateurs $79.20. Order direct or from your dealer.

**TYPE 10D 100 WATT PROFESSIONAL PHONE-C. W. TRANSMITTER**

The type 10D transmitter is the operator's dream come true. It provides 100 to 120 watts of crystal controlled r.f. power on the 10, 20, 40, 80 and 160 meter amateur bands modulated 100% with high fidelity broadcast station modulation, all at a cost below what you can build it for! $119.70 net to amateurs, from your dealer or direct.

Add to above for Hilby 465 kc. crystal in Hilby holder and wired receiver alignment for individual crystal supplied, list price $15.00. Net price to licensed amateurs $9.80.

**THE NEW 5C PROFESSIONAL SINGLE SIGNAL SUPERHETERODYNE**

The 5C is the 1935 improved model of the now famous 5B—choice of W9USA of the World's Fair and amateurs the world over in preference to all available competition.

The first outstanding feature of the new 5C is the accurately calibrated large airplane "watch" dial, having one pointer for the three-gang main tuning condenser, and a second pointer on a 0-100 division scale for the three-gang band spread condenser available by simply pulling out the tuning knob! The 5C has a new high-gain tuned r.f. stage on all bands for image selectivity and excellent signal to noise ratio, a crystal filter circuit sacrificing absolutely no signal volume for its extreme selectivity, and manual or automatic volume control at the turn of a switch, plus all the features that have made the 5B famous, including air tuned i.f. amplifier. That it is far in advance of all other competitive receivers is proven conclusively by the roster of its users—from W9USA to Col. Foster, W6HM.
HAMMARLUND'S
First Low Priced
COIL FORMS

New XP-53 Low Loss
Dielectric Assures
High Efficiency!

HAMMARLUND has never before made low-priced coil forms or coils, because, until now, only high-priced dielectric has measured up to Hammarlund's low-loss standards. But the recent perfection of "XP-53", the remarkable new Hammarlund insulating material presents a real opportunity.

Rugged, durable, good-looking and most important—the XP-53 dielectric losses are extremely low. Its amber color is natural—no artificial coloring to cause losses. The proportions of these new Hammarlund coil forms provide the most practical form factor. The forms are ribbed for air-spacing and have easy flange-grips with neat "meter-index" inserts for wavelength marking. A molded shelf inside each coil provides for mounting a Hammarlund "IBT" or "APC" trimming or padding condenser for tuning the coil to a fixed frequency, or for band-spread arrangement.

Supplied with 4, 5, or 6 prongs at 35c each list. Individually packed for protection.

New—S-W COIL SETS

Wound on the new XP-53 forms described above.
Set of 1 coils (4 prongs, 2 windings) for 15-220 meters, $3.00 list.
Set of 4 coils (6 prongs, 3 windings) for 15-220 meters, $3.75 list.
Other coils (4 or 6 prongs) available for extending bands down to 10 or up to 550 meters.
Secondaries of the higher-frequency coils (10 to 75 meters) are wound with special low-loss silver-plated wire.